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Assignment:  
You're the products manager at CreditKarma handling the "what can impact my            
credit score" screen. 
Write a 6 page memo on how do you determine how you will design a screen                
like that for India. 

 

Essential Info:  
I decided to initiate my process with understanding the essentials of a credit card              
and credit scores.  

Credit Scores and the Logic behind them:  
-A credit score is a numerical expression based on a level analysis of a person's               
credit files, to represent the creditworthiness of an individual. 

- A credit score is primarily based on a credit report, information typically sourced              
from credit bureaus. 

-The banks and the financial institutions send personal as well as credit related             
information to the credit bureaus.  

-The credit bureau then collates all the information into your credit report and             
calculates credit score.  

-The credit bureau has a month-on-month record of the latest 3 years of your              
payments towards your bills and EMIs. 

-The credit report will also have the status for each account whether it has been               
settled, written off and the total outstanding amount. It also carries about your days              
past dues details that is the details of the payments you have made.  

 

As I have been given the task of determining the designing of the screen for India                
specifically I decided to delve deeper into how credit cards and scores function in              
India:  
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Credit Scores available in India:  
At present there are four Credit Information Companies in India: 

● TransUnion CIBIL. 
● Equifax. 
● Experian. 
● CRIF Highmark. 

 

Then I found out what are the factors that affect the  

CIBIL credit score calculation:  
There are four key factors that impact your CIBIL score: 
1. Payment history: Making late payments or defaulting on your EMIs has a            

negative impact on your score. 
2. Credit mix: Having a balanced mix between secured loans and unsecured           

loans is likely to have a positive impact. 
3. Multiple enquiries: Too many loan enquiries may have a negative impact on            

your score as it indicates that your loan burden may go up in the future. 
4. High credit utilisation: A high credit utilisation limit indicates a rising debt            

burden over time and may negatively impact your score. 

 

Order of information: 
(plus additional info for the help of engineers)  

The order of the information will be on the basis of the weightage of the respective                
factor in the calculation of the credit score. The higher the weightage earlier that              
factor will be displayed in the order.  

1. Credit History: 

Credit score is calculated based on your credit history. It has the highest weightage              
of 30% in your CIBIL score calculation. So, if you have ever defaulted or have               
delayed paying your equated monthly installment (EMI) on any of your loan or made              
late payment on your credit card, it will affect your credit score negatively. 

2. Credit Utilization: 

How much you owe to your lenders as a percentage of how much loan you can take                 
is your credit utilization percentage. It has a weightage of 25% in calculating your              
credit score. For calculating your credit utilization, you need two things—your credit            



limit and how much loan you have taken on it. Divide loan outstanding with your               
credit limit to get your credit utilization.  

Increasing credit utilization over time is seen negatively by the credit bureaus. It             
shows that the person’s loan burden is rising over time and gives a negative              
impression to the credit bureau. 

3. Credit Mix and Duration: 

Your CIBIL score will also depend on the composition of your loan portfolio that is               
how much secured loans and unsecured loans do you own? It has a weightage of               
25% in your CIBIL score calculation. 

Secured loans are auto loans and home loans which have collateral while personal             
loan and credit card loans are unsecured loans as they are not backed by any               
security. Any default and delayed payment made for any kind of loan will impact your               
credit score. However, higher weight of unsecured loan shows that lower will be your              
score compared to a person who has never taken an unsecured loan despite the fact               
both of you have made timely repayments. Secured loans have a very positive             
impact on your credit score if repaid on time. 

4. Enquiry: 

How many credit applications you have made in the recent past that account for the               
remaining 20% in CIBIL score calculation. It will be displayed under the Enquiry             
section in your credit report. Higher number of credit applications gives a negative             
impression to the credit bureau as it portrays the borrower as a credit hungry person. 

 

Metric: 
For deciding the metrics and then finalising an optimum metric I would first look at               
the  

Three stages/phases of a product: 
-Acquisition phase 

-Activation phase  

-Retention phase  
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During each of these phases the main metric changes drastically. To understand            
which phase our product should be in right now ‘age of the product’ is a major factor                 
at play.  

 

Main metric (according to me) for each phase:  
-Acquisition phase: Increasing number of users, Increasing awareness about         
the existence of our product  

-Activation phase: increase in revenue, increase in revenue/user  

-Retention phase: Improve engagement of average customer with product 

Given that I have to determine how I will design CreditKarma’s ‘what can impact my               
credit score’ screen for India I deduce that the product is either new or hasn’t been                
launched in India yet.  

Hence the product needs to focus on user acquisition right now and that's why the  

Main metric: 
I would optimize on will be : Increasing number of users, Increasing awareness             
about the existence of our product.  

 

Core Tradeoff:  
The attention at revenue and retention won’t be as high right now and the              
core tradeoff I will be going after would be rise in number of users and               
awareness over revenue and retention.  

 

The Customer:  
Segmentation:  

To identify the customer for my product I segmented the entire population of             
India on the basis of age demographic. The segments being: 

-Generation Z: age < 22 

-Millennials: age(22-35) 

-Generation X: age(35-55) 



-Baby Boomers: age > 55 

Target Demographic:  
The customer demographic I would be targeting at would be the Indian            
Millennials( age: 23-35) and Generation X( age: 35-55).  

The GenZ is too young right now to own credit cards and very few people               
beyond the age of 55 make use of the internet to actually go and check their                
credit score there. Hence it is too small a market to focus on expanding.  

 

Personas: 

So the 1st customer age group is Millennials aged 23-35: 

Some personas regarding that would be:  

-- A 23 year old engineer who just got placed and moved to Bangalore from               
Mumbai to pursue his career in software development. As he is new to the city               
and its his first time living alone he is unable to foresee the expenditures that               
might come his way and whether they align with his salary. A credit card              
would be a great option for such a person and creditkarma would be a great               
place for him to check his credit scores for free because he is anyway low on                
budget.  

-- A 30 year old who got married two years ago and now is planning to start a                  
family. He decides he needs to upgrade to a car from a bike and for that he                 
would need a car loan. The banks would look at his credit score while              
deciding whether to give him a loan or not. It would be safe if he keeps a                 
check on his credit score from now on and aim at increasing the score. To               
constantly be in the know of his credit score he will use creditkarma.  

 

2nd customer age group is GenX aged 35-55: 

Some personas regarding that would be: 

--A couple in their 40’s decide to upgrade to a new 3 bhk house. For this they                 
would need a house loan. The banks would look at their credit score while              
deciding whether to give them a loan or not. They can use Credit Karma to               
know their credit scores and plan accordingly on improving them.  

 

 



The Hook:  
While finding a ‘Hook’ or ‘selling point’ for the product I thought of what will               
incline the potential customer towards choosing creditkarma over other         
options available in the market. The answer to this will be what is it that               
CreditKarma is doing differently/better than others. With that zeroing down on           
a ‘hook’ becomes easier.  

Here are some factors that I will highlight about CreditKarma while trying to             
get people to sign up to the service:  

1. Free!: Free credit score calculation. 
2. Security: User data always stays secure and encrypted. 
3. Additional guidance: See personalized recommendations for ways to        

use your credit more wisely. 

 

 

 

 

 

Growth Loop:  
New user wants to check credit score  

-> uses credit karma to check credit score  

-> credit karma offers user additional guidance with investing and improving credit 
score  

-> dues to this user stays connected with credit karma for insightful guidance  

-> buys facilities that credit karma recommends of a 3rd party of which credit karma 
gets a cut  

-> user recommends it to friends and family  

-.> loop restarts  

 

Marketing Channels:  
Marketing channels for acquiring customers:  



As mentioned earlier the age group I am focusing on for acquiring customers is 
Millennials and GenX. So I have decided marketing channels keeping that in mind: 

1. Facebook:  
This social media site is majorly frequented by the GenX and the older section 
of millennials (let's say aged 28-35).  

With my previous experience of Facebook ads I can confidently give this 
estimate:  

Target audience:  

Age: 25-55 

Gender: Male + Female  

Locations: Mumbai, Bangalore, Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Navi Mumbai, New 
Delhi,Pune,Goa 

Interests: finance, money, investing, credit cards, banks, saving, mutual 
funds, banking, planning, loans, crypto, credit scores, etc 

Cost:  

As per my knowledge: 

● For 24hrs, Rs200 will give a reach of 5-10k to the specific audience we 
have decided to target.  

● Using this info we can later decide the amount we want to invest with 
respect to the reach we aspire to achieve.  

 

2. Finance news apps and newspapers:  
● Even if they have a way smaller total audience compared to big social 

media apps such as facebook and instagram these finance apps and 
newspapers have the exact audience we are looking to target.  

● An audience that is interested in finance news would be one that takes 
their personal finances seriously as well and hence would be interested 
in keeping a tab of their credit scores.  

● The apps and newspapers I am suggesting here would be of the likes 
of Economic Times, Mint, Bloomberg Business, CNBC business, etc.  

Cost:  

Lets take The Economic Times as an example:  



● The Cost of Advertising in Economic Times starts from Rs. 300 and 
goes as high as Rs. 15 Lakhs. 

● The cost varies depending on the advertising option and the city you 
choose for Economic Times. 

● Classifieds are charged per Word/Line, where as the rates for Display 
Ads are charged in Rupees per square centimeter for Economic Times. 

● The rates again vary for every page. For example, there is a premium 
charged for Advertising in Economic Times on Front Page, Back Page 
or Page 3. 

● With this data we can decide what amount we want to invest in this ad 
campaign depending on the eyeballs/reach we expect.  

 

3. Billboards in commercial areas in metro cities:  
● The audience that we are targeting is majorly office going corporate 

India.  
● 75% of people rely on billboards to get their information and offer 

details from many brands.  
● Billboards at commercial sectors in metro cities such as the BKC of 

Mumbai, the IT Hub of Bangalore and Gurugram, etc would be prime 
locations for increasing awareness of the product and acquiring new 
customers.  

Cost:  

● The cost varies drastically in different cities and locations.  
● But some use of Google made me create an estimate of 

10Lakhs/Billboard/Week in the locations discussed above.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


